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BARRE - Enjoy an invigorating workout that blends Pilates, ballet exercises traditional conditioning movements designed to de-

velop muscular endurance, dynamic balance, flexibility and of course core strength. 

BOOT CAMP -  Expect the unexpected in this 55 minute high intensity workout that combines strength & cardio training to max-

imize your fitness results and leave you feeling stronger! Class is held outdoors. Meet near the cycle studio. 

CYCLING - Join us in the private studio for an invigorating indoor cycling class that simulates outdoor cycling experiences. Classes 

use a combination of visualization and music cues with self-guided resistance to get a personal level of  exercise  intensity.  

EXPRESS CYCLING  - Get to your destination sooner! Be on time and ready for a 45-minute energetic, cycling experience. 

FAB ABS - This class will have your core feeling fab!  It’s an intense cardio and thorough workout targeting your abdominal mus-

cles while strengthening your back using your body weight , exercise balls, resistance bands and weights. 

FIT KIDZ - A super fun combination of dance, fitness, games & drumming designed for your youngster. KIDS IN MOTION - A fun 

combination of resistance training & games specifically designed for Kids.   

HOT HULA - A unique & exciting dance workout.  It provides a total body work out by isolating your large and small muscle 

groups.  It incorporates  easy dance moves  set to the sounds of traditional Polynesian Drums infused with other rhythms. 

Jillian Michaels BODY SHRED - Plateaued??  this fun, high paced,  high intensity 30 minute metabolic conditioning workout will 

shake up your exercise regimen and accelerate your results. 15 minute stretch to follow. 

KETTLEBELL AMPD - This format takes heart pumping music and kettlebell moves and combines them into 50 minutes of calorie 

torching FUN!  Kettlebell Amp’d is a full body workout. 

MOVE IT - Get Movin’ with this energetic chair-based work out.  Specifically designed for active older adults, beginners & rehabil-

itating individuals.  Fitness & fun come together as you alternate non-impact movement with strengthening exercises. This class 

will improve your range of motion and overall strength. 

PILATES - Change your body with this mat based class.  Pilates is designed to lengthen and stretch your muscles all while toning 

your core muscles. Develop balance, posture, coordination strength and flexibility in this relaxing environment. 

PITAIYO  - A fusion of Pilates, Tai Chi and Yoga that is accessible to everyone.  Receive the ultimate mind and body  conditioning 

through functional movement that is challenging yet accommodating to your uniqueness.   

SCULPT - Looking to burn calories  and increase your muscle tone?  Check out this non-impact, high rep, low weight, music in-

spired work out and watch the transformation begin! 

PI-YO - A perfect combination of Pilates and Yoga and a unique blend of strength training and core conditioning that will            

increase flexibility and shape your body like no other! 

STEP & SCULPT - Step your way to a toned body! This dynamic two-in-one class combines easy-to-follow step combinations with 

strengthening exercises to provide a total body work-out. Great for all levels. 

TOTAL STRENGTH  - Get leaner and stronger! This class focuses on toning and strengthening with the use of weights,  bands, sta-

bility balls & more. Beginners and intermediate levels alike are challenged to experience a personal level of intensity.  

YOGA - Yoga for all levels.  This class uses powerful flowing poses designed to increase circulation, promote flexibility and in-

crease the mind/body connection.  Gentle Yoga - Great for beginners. 

ZUMBA - Party yourself into shape!  This exhilarating easy-to-follow, Latin inspired, calorie burning, fitness party will move you. 

The work out features interval training with a combination of fast and slow rhythms that tone & sculpt the body.  

ZUMBA GOLD - Move to the beat at your own pace!  Zumba Gold provides modified, low-impact and easy-to-follow pacing for 

beginners and older adults who love music and movement. Come and join the party 

ZUMBA KIDS - A fitness party - just for kids!  Same great Zumba music with kid-friendly routines. We break down the steps,  

add games and watch your youngsters  dance away! 

 


